Exploring the mechanism for breaking the SU (2) × U (1) electroweak gauge symmetry is a priority in high energy physics. Not only are this symmetry and its breaking [1] necessary components for the consistency of the successful standard model (SM) [2] , but measurable properties of the breaking mechanism are also very sensitive to possible phenomena that have not yet been observed at collider experiments. Measuring these properties, or setting limits on them, can constrain broad classes of extensions to the SM.
A natural extension to the SM that can be tested with Higgs boson search results at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider is the presence of a fourth generation of fermions with masses much larger than those of the three known generations [3] . While fits to precision electroweak data favor a low-mass Higgs boson in the SM, the addition of a fourth generation of fermions to the SM modifies the fit parameters such that a heavy Higgs boson is consistent for up to m H ≈ 300 GeV at the 68% Confidence Level (C.L.) [4] . Measurements of the Z boson decay width [5] exclude models in which the fourth neutrino mass eigenstate has a mass less than 45 GeV. If the neutrino masses are very large, however, a fourth generation of fermions is not yet excluded.
One consequence of the extra fermions is that the ggH coupling is enhanced by a factor of roughly three rela- * Deceased tive to the SM coupling [4, 6, 7] . Since the lowest-order ggH coupling arises from a quark loop. The top quark contribution is the largest due to its large coupling with the Higgs boson. In the limit m q4 ≫ m H , where m q4 is the fourth-generation quark mass, the Higgs boson coupling cancels the mass dependence for each of the three propagators in the loop, and the contribution to the ggH coupling becomes asymptotically independent of the masses of the two fourth-generation quarks. Each additional fourth-generation quark then contributes as much as the top quark, and the ggH coupling is thus enhanced by a factor K e of approximately three.
The production cross section will be enhanced by a factor of K 2 e . For m H near the low end of our search range, m H ≈ 110 GeV, the gg → H production cross section is enhanced by roughly a factor of nine relative to the SM prediction. This factor drops to approximately 7.5 near the upper end of the search range, m H ≈ 300 GeV, assuming asymptotically large masses for the fourth-generation quarks. The reason for this drop is that the denominator of the enhancement factor, the SM cross section, has a larger contribution from the SM top quark as m H nears 2m t . The partial decay width for H → gg is enhanced by the same factor as the production cross section. However, because the decay H → gg is loop-mediated, the H → W + W − decay continues to dominate for Higgs boson masses m H > 135 GeV.
We consider two scenarios for the masses of the fourthgeneration fermions. In the first scenario, the "low-mass" scenario, we set the mass of the fourth-generation neu-trino to m ν4 = 80 GeV, and the mass of the fourthgeneration charged lepton to m ℓ4 = 100 GeV in order to evade experimental constraints [8] and to have the maximum impact on the Higgs boson decay branching ratios. In the second scenario, the "high-mass" scenario, we set m ν4 = m ℓ4 = 1 TeV, so that the fourthgeneration leptons do not affect the decay branching ratios of the Higgs boson. In both scenarios, we choose the masses of the quarks to be those of the second scenario in Ref. [7] , that is, we set the mass of the fourthgeneration down-type quark to be m d4 = 400 GeV and the mass of the fourth-generation up-type quark to be m u4 = m d4 + 50 GeV + 10 log (m H /115 GeV) GeV. The other mass spectrum of Ref. [7] chooses m d4 = 300 GeV, resulting in slightly larger predictions for σ(gg → H). We use the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) production cross section calculation of Ref. [7] , which builds on the NNLO SM calculations of Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , the results of which are also listed in Ref. [17] .
The CDF and D0 Collaborations have searched for the SM Higgs boson in the decay H → W + W − using all SM production processes: gg → H,→ W H,→ ZH, and vector-boson fusion (VBF) [18] [19] [20] . The results of these searches for the SM Higgs boson cannot be used directly to constrain fourth-generation models, as the ggH coupling is enhanced but the W W H and ZZH couplings are not, and the signal acceptances and the backgrounds in the multiple analysis channels differ for the various production modes. Therefore, these searches rely on the SM to predict the ratios of the production rates of the gg → H, W H, ZH, and VBF signals. Previous external analyses have used the Tevatron's SM Higgs boson search results to constrain fourth-generation models, incorrectly arguing that the W H, ZH, and VBF production rates are not significant, thus obtaining only approximate results. Furthermore, the SM results [18] [19] [20] extend only up to m H of 200 GeV. This paper addresses both of these issues by placing limits on σ(gg → H)×B(H → W + W − ) up to m H = 300 GeV.
Previously, the CDF and D0 collaborations have published searches for the process gg → H → W + W − , also neglecting the W H, ZH, and VBF signal contributions [21, 22] . The D0 search includes a fourth-generation interpretation. Here we update these searches with those using 4.8 fb −1 from CDF [18] and 5.4 fb −1 from D0 [19] . We present new limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) in which the gg → H production mechanism is considered as the unique signal source. These limits are compared to models for Higgs boson production in which the ggH coupling is enhanced by the presence of a single additional generation of fermions. In this comparison, the decay branching ratios of the Higgs boson are also modified to reflect changes due to the fourth generation relative to the SM prediction. While the decays of the heavy quarks and leptons may include W bosons in the final state, we do not include these as additional sources of signal. The branching ratios for H → W + W − are calculated using hdecay [23] modified to include fourth-generation fermions [4] . The modified Higgs branching ratio to W + W − is multiplied by the cross section [7] to predict the fourth-generation enhanced gg → H → W + W − production rate.
The event selections are similar for the corresponding CDF and D0 analyses. Both collaborations select events with large E / T and two oppositely charged, isolated leptons, targeting the H → W + W − signal in which both W bosons decay leptonically. The D0 analysis classifies events in three channels defined by the number of charged leptons (e or µ), e + e − , e ± µ ∓ , and µ + µ − and no classification based upon jet multiplicity. The CDF analysis separates opposite-sign candidate events into five nonoverlapping channels. Events are classified by their jet multiplicity (0, 1, or ≥ 2), and the 0 and 1 jet channels are further divided according to whether both leptons are in the central part of the detector or if either lepton is in the forward part of the detector. Two changes have been made in the D0 event selection from the analysis presented in Ref. [19] . For higher Higgs boson masses (m H > 200 GeV), the dilepton azimuthal-opening angle distribution is no longer peaked at low values (∆φ(ℓ, ℓ) < 1). Therefore, to enhance the signal acceptance for large m H , the requirement on the dilepton azimuthal-opening angle [∆φ(ℓ, ℓ)] has been removed for e ± µ ∓ candidate events and relaxed to ∆φ(ℓ, ℓ) < 2.5 in the e + e − and µ + µ − candidate events. In addition, a requirement on the φ-opening angle between the leading muon and the missing transverse energy, ∆φ(µ, E / T ) > 0.5, has been included to remove additional background in a signal-free region. The predicted contributions from the different background processes are compared with the numbers of events observed in data for the CDF and D0 analyses in Tables I and II, respectively. The presence of neutrinos in the final state prevents event-by-event reconstruction of the Higgs boson mass and thus other variables are used for separating the signal from the background. For example, the angle ∆φ(ℓ, ℓ) in signal events is smaller on average than that in background events, the missing transverse momentum is larger, and the total transverse energy of the jets is lower. In these analyses, the final discriminants are neural-network (NN) [24, 25] outputs based on several kinematic variables. For CDF, the list of network inputs includes likelihood ratio discriminant variables constructed from matrix-element probabilities [18] .
Both CDF and D0 have extended their searches to the range 110 < m H < 300 GeV. Separate neural networks are trained to distinguish the gg → H signal from the backgrounds for each of the test masses, which are separated by increments of 5 or 10 GeV. Distributions of the network outputs for CDF and D0 are shown in Figs. 1  and 2 , comparing the data with predictions for a Higgs boson of mass m H = 200 GeV. Because the background composition and the signal kinematics are functions of the number of jets in the event, the CDF NN output distributions are shown separately for 0, 1, and 2 or more jets, summed over lepton categories. For D0, as the de- 
28.0 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.6 tt 176 ± 15 58.9 ± 5.5 74. The details of the signal and background estimations and the systematic uncertainties are provided in Refs. [18] [19] [20] . We set limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) as a function of m H . We use the same two statistical methods employed in Ref. [20] , namely the modified frequentist (CL s ) and Bayesian techniques in order to study the consistency of the results. Each method is applied at each test mass to calculate an observed upper limit on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ). Pseudo-experiments drawn from systematically varied background-only predictions are used to compute the limits we expect to obtain in the absence of a signal. We present both the Bayesian and CL s observed and expected limits in Ref. [17] . The limits calculated with the two methods agree within 6% for all Higgs boson mass hypotheses. Correlated systematic uncertainties are treated in the same way as they are in Ref. [20] . The sources of correlated uncertainty between CDF and D0 are the total inelastic pp cross section used in the luminosity measurement, the SM diboson background production cross sections (W W , W Z, and ZZ), and the tt and single top quark production cross sections. Instrumental effects such as trigger efficiencies, lepton identification efficiencies and misidentification rates, and the jet energy scales used by CDF and D0 remain uncorrelated. To minimize the degrading effects of systematics on the search sensitivity, the signal and background contributions are fit to the data observations by maximizing a likelihood function over the systematic uncertainties for both the background-only and signal+background hypotheses [26] . When setting limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ), we do not include the theoretical uncertainty on the prediction of σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) in the fourth-generation models since these limits are independent of the pre- dictions. When setting limits on m H in the context of fourth-generation models, however, we include the uncertainties on the theoretical predictions as described below. Before computing the cross-section limits, we investigate the properties of the signal and background predictions in each bin of the analyses, as well as those of the observed data. Because there are many channels to combine, we represent the data in a compact form by sorting the bins of each analysis by their signal-to-background ratio s/b, where s and b are the number of signal and background events, repetitively. The predictions and observations in bins of similar s/b are then collected. For the m H = 200 GeV search, the background subtracted data distribution compared with the signal prediction can be seen in Fig. 3 . The background used and its uncertainties are shown after fitting to the data. No significant excess is observed in the data, and the theory predicts a measurable excess over the background.
The separate limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) from CDF and D0 are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. Since CDF separates the different jet categories into separate channels, theoretical uncertainties on the relative contributions of the gg → H signal in the separate jet channels [27] are included in the same way as signal acceptance uncertainties. The combined limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) are shown in Fig. 4(c) along with the fourth-generation theory predictions for the high-mass and low-mass scenarios. The uncertainty bands shown on the low-mass theoretical prediction are the sum in quadrature of the MSTW 2008 [28] 90% C.L. parton distribution function (PDF) uncertainties and the factorization and renormalization scale uncertainties from Table 1 of Ref. [7] , which are also reported Ref. [17] , giving a total uncertainty of 15% for m H = 160 GeV. The scale uncertainties are determined by recalculating the cross sections with the scale multiplied by factors of 1/2 and 2. The scale uncertainties are independent of m H and are similar to the uncertainties for SM σ(gg → H) predictions [12, 29] . The PDF uncertainties, however, grow with increasing m H , as higher-x gluons are required to produce more massive Higgs bosons. In order to set limits on m H in these two scenarios, we perform a second combination, including the uncertainties on the theoretical predictions of σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) due to scale and PDF uncertainties at each value of m H tested. The resulting limits are computed relative to the model prediction, and are shown in Fig. 4(d) for the low-mass scenario, which gives the smaller excluded range of m H . In this scenario, we exclude at the 95% C.L. a SM-like Higgs boson with a mass in the range 131 -204 GeV. Using the median limits on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ), expected in the absence of a signal, to quantify the sensitivity, we expect to exclude the mass range 125 -218 GeV. In the highmass scenario, which predicts a larger B(H → W + W − ) at high m H than that predicted in the low-mass scenario, we exclude at the 95% C.L. the mass range 131 -208 GeV and expect to exclude the mass range 125 -227 GeV.
In summary, we presented a combination of CDF and D0 searches for the gg → H → W + W − process and set an upper limit on σ(gg → H) × B(H → W + W − ) as a function of m H . We compared these limits with the prediction of the minimal SM with a sequential fourth generation of heavy fermions added on, and excluded at the 95% C.L. the Higgs boson mass range 131 < m H < 204 GeV, with an expected excluded range of 125 -218 GeV. 
